
Hypothèses de planification stratégique
D’ici 2026, les garanties SLA de plate-forme de stockage basées sur la consommation

remplaceront plus de 50 % des activités traditionnelles de gestion de la capacité, de

budgétisation, d’évaluation, d’approvisionnement et d’exécution des capacités informatiques sur

site, contre moins de 10 % en 2023.

D’ici 2027, moins de 30 % du budget de l’infrastructure de stockage informatique sera consacré à

la gestion du matériel et au soutien des compétences informatiques, contre 85 % en 2023.

D’ici 2028, le stockage en tant que service basé sur la consommation (STaaS) remplacera plus de

35 % des dépenses d’investissement (capex) de stockage des entreprises, contre moins de 10 %

en 2023.

Définition/description du marché
Le point de vue de Gartner sur le marché du stockage primaire est axé sur les technologies de

stockage innovantes et les initiatives de plates-formes hybrides, les modèles d’exploitation du

cloud informatique et les méthodes de déploiement et d’exécution en tant que service qui

façonneront les besoins futurs des utilisateurs finaux. Il n’est pas centré sur le marché comme

c’est le cas aujourd’hui. Comme indiqué dans Tirer parti des SLA et des capacités de la plate-

forme de stockage en tant que service pour transformer les résultats informatiques, le marché

du stockage primaire entre dans une période d’innovation accélérée. Les utilisateurs finaux

s’éloignent du financement et de la budgétisation traditionnels des dépenses d’investissement au

profit de l’adoption d’une stratégie de plate-forme hybride qui englobe le modèle d’exploitation du

cloud sur site et les nouvelles méthodes de financement et de gestion des actifs de stockage des

fournisseurs. Les avancées des fournisseurs en matière de fonctionnalités de plateforme, de

données et de cyberrésilience, ainsi que les nouvelles architectures de systèmes d’exploitation de
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Les principaux utilisateurs de stockage adoptent des services basés sur la consommation

d’infrastructure pour les applications hybrides, multidomaines et critiques, et pour aligner les

coûts sur les besoins de l’entreprise. Les responsables de l’I&O devraient utiliser ces

recherches pour automatiser les opérations, réduire la complexité et le taux de

désabonnement, et transformer les opérations informatiques.
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stockage fournissent aux responsables des E/S sur site des SLA ciblés sur les résultats du

modèle d’exploitation informatique. La question la plus fondamentale à laquelle sont confrontés

les responsables de l’I&O est de savoir comment accéder aux avantages du cloud tout en

préservant des niveaux élevés de résilience et de contrôle sur l’infrastructure d’opérations

informatiques basée sur des services centraux.

Gartner définit le marché du stockage primaire comme les fournisseurs qui proposent des

produits ou des services dédiés qui mettent en commun la capacité des périphériques de

stockage pour présenter des numéros d’unité logique (LUN) aux applications métier via des

protocoles d’interface de bloc tels que Fibre Channel ou iSCSI (Internet Small Computer System

Interface). Dans le même temps, les fournisseurs assurent la haute disponibilité et la protection

des données. Les produits de stockage primaires peuvent être fournis sous forme de baies SSA

(Solid-State Array), de stockage défini par logiciel (SDS) ou de baies de stockage hybrides. Le

logiciel SDS fait abstraction des ressources de stockage de la dépendance à l’appliance matérielle

du fournisseur sous-jacent pour une flexibilité accrue, une évolutivité rentable et efficace, ainsi

que des performances linéaires ens’adaptant à des dizaines de nœuds de stockage et de calcul

sur la plate-forme hybride. Le logiciel SDS est conçu pour fonctionner sur du matériel standard,

que ce soit sur site, via un cloud hybride ou sur le cloud public. Les baies de stockage hybrides

comprennent à la fois des configurations de disque SSD (Solid State Drive) et de disque dur

(HDD). Les produits SSA sont des systèmes 100 % basés sur la technologie à semi-conducteurs

qui ne peuvent pas être combinés ou étendus avec des disques durs. Les SSA et les baies de

stockage hybrides doivent avoir à la fois un nom de produit dédié et un numéro de modèle

associé.

L’objectif principal d’un produit de stockage principal est de prendre en charge les charges de

travail de données structurées sensibles au temps de réponse et aux entrées/sorties par seconde

(IOPS). De plus, la fonctionnalité de stockage principal s’intégrera et prendra en charge l’utilisation

indépendante d’un plan de contrôle centralisé pour la gestion automatisée de l’infrastructure, les

services de données et le déplacement des données, ainsi que pour les offres de plate-forme

d’infrastructure hybride de stockage en tant que service. Les cas d’utilisation typiques sont les

suivants :

Charges de travail de base de données stratégiques

Consolidation des applications

Prise en charge de la virtualisation et des environnements d’infrastructure de postes de travail

virtuels

Stockage persistant et protection des données pour les environnements de conteneurs

Opérations informatiques de cloud hybride qui couvrent l’infrastructure sur site, de colocation,

de périphérie et de cloud public

Fonctionnalités de base



Les principales fonctionnalités du marché du stockage primaire sont les suivantes :

Protocoles d’interface hôte basés sur des blocs, tels que Fibre Channel, iSCSI ; Serial Attached

SCSI (SAS) ; basé sur des fichiers, tels que le système de fichiers réseau et le bloc de messages

du serveur ; ou une combinaison de protocoles de blocs et de fichiers.

Services de données pour mettre en commun la capacité sur les périphériques de stockage

(disque dur ou Flash) et présenter les LUN aux applications métier.

Des services de données qui préservent l’utilisation de la capacité, offrent des niveaux élevés

d’efficacité et de résilience, protègent contre la perte de données et les ransomwares, et

permettent la récupération via la réplication locale et distante.

Offre STaaS basée sur des blocs qui est disponible en tant qu’offre gérée par le fournisseur de

services en partenariat avec le client utilisateur final en tant qu’offre gérée par l’informatique.

Logiciel AIOps qui inclut la surveillance opérationnelle de l’intégrité prescriptive, le support

client et la prise en charge de la gestion proactive de la capacité, la simulation de charge de

travail sans interruption, le placement et la migration des données, l’optimisation des coûts

d’utilisation des ressources de stockage, l’optimisation des performances, ainsi que

l’observabilité, les alertes et les rapports de télémétrie à l’échelle de la batterie et de la flotte.

Architecture de produit SDS qui sépare le matériel de stockage du fournisseur du logiciel

d’exploitation de stockage. Le produit SDS prend en charge le stockage sur site et/ou une ou

plusieurs plates-formes de cloud public accessibles via une place de marché. Il s’intègre au

serveur, au stockage et au matériel réseau du fournisseur de cloud, et déploie le même système

d’exploitation de stockage que celui de sa solution d’appliance sur site. Il est également intégré

à la fonctionnalité AIOps du fournisseur.

Migration sans interruption des données de la baie actuelle vers la future baie avec une

garantie de disponibilité des données à 100 %.

Protection et résilience du cyberstockage, y compris la prise en charge de la détection des

ransomwares, de la protection des données et des capacités de récupération.

Fonctionnalités optionnelles

Les fonctionnalités de stockage principal supplémentaires sont les suivantes :

SSA avec NVMe-oF (Nonvolatile Memory Express over Fabrics) en tant qu’interface hôte pour

prendre en charge la connectivité Fibre Channel et Ethernet.

Fonctionnalités avancées de streaming d’événements en temps réel AIOps pour prendre en

charge les conditions de seuil de SLA surveillées qui nécessitent des actions automatisées au

niveau du système (par exemple, une intervention non humaine) dans des situations

opérationnelles informatiques critiques, telles que la gestion des actifs de stockage, la

résilience de la cyber-responsabilité et la productivité.



Un domaine d’infrastructure multiple et un plan de contrôle central à l’échelle de la plate-forme

hybride avec des capacités AIOps multilocataires et multifournisseurs pour les capacités

ITOps-as-a-service, à l’appui des résultats des SLA du modèle d’exploitation informatique

avancé.

Architecture de stockage-calcul désagrégée multiprotocole qui prend en charge la mise à

l’échelle élastique asymétrique et sans interruption de la capacité et du calcul,

indépendamment l’une de l’autre, en maintenant les performances grâce à l’ajout de nœuds de

stockage d’un petit nombre de nœuds de calcul et de stockage à des dizaines.

Offres de plate-forme d’infrastructure hybride qui intègrent, gèrent et prennent en charge des

solutions d’infrastructure de services de données informatiques centralisées, y compris, mais

sans s’y limiter, la sauvegarde en tant que service, la reprise après sinistre en tant que service,

la récupération ou la protection contre les ransomwares en tant que service et la base de

données en tant que service.

Émissions de carbone publiées, mesurées en kilogrammes totaux de CO2 par téraoctet par an,

d’un système à pleine charge, telles que mesurées dans au moins deux grandes zones

géographiques.

Disque SSD spécial ou SSD NVMe captif pour des performances, une endurance, une gestion et

des services de données améliorés.

Facteur de forme de baie qui peut être évolutif et basé sur des disques SSD ou HDD, ou une

combinaison des deux.

Quadrant magique

Figure 1 : Magic Quadrant pour le stockage principal



Points forts et mises en garde des fournisseurs

DDN (Tintri)

Tintri de DDN est un acteur de niche dans ce Magic Quadrant. Tintri est exploitée en tant que

filiale de DDN. Les produits de Tintri comprennent la plate-forme de disques entièrement NVMe

Tintri VMstore T7000 Series et TCE1000 VMstore, la version SDS de VMstore. Le VMstore

TCE1000 s’exécute sur le cloud public ou sur site. Tintri propose une baie d’extension de disques

partiellement remplie qui permet aux clients d’acquérir une capacité supplémentaire après l’achat

initial dans la même baie à des fins de croissance. Tintri est géographiquement diversifiée dans

les segments des petites et moyennes entreprises et des entreprises de taille moyenne. Au cours

des 12 derniers mois, Tintri a ajouté la prise en charge de l’authentification unique, NFS 4.1, la

mise à niveau directe, Tintri Cloud Engine (TCE) et des mises à niveau de son système

d’exploitation de stockage Tintri.

Forces

Les fonctionnalités AIOps au niveau des applications fournissent une classification proactive

des charges de travail et une optimisation des ressources qui permettent aux clients de réduire

considérablement les coûts d’administration du stockage.



Tintri propose une unité d’extension brevetée drive-by-drive pour minimiser les coûts

d’investissement et d’assistance initiaux, ce qui permet aux clients de payer au fur et à mesure

qu’ils augmentent leur capacité avec une granularité très fine.

Tintri Global Center fournit une fonctionnalité commune de provisionnement et de gestion qui

intègre sa baie de stockage VMstore sur site avec le SDS TCE1000 d’Amazon Web Services

(AWS), offrant ainsi aux clients un plan de modernisation du cloud hybride.

Précautions

Tintri est à la traîne par rapport aux principaux leaders du marché du stockage en ce qui

concerne la prise en charge des plans de consommation as-a-service avec des garanties SLA,

en raison de l’absence d’un produit et d’un ensemble d’offres pour une plate-forme hybride sur

site pour les opérations informatiques centralisées.

Tintri est à la traîne par rapport à ses concurrents du marché en n’offrant ni en ne prenant en

charge les capacités de détection des ransomwares, mais uniquement la récupération à partir

d’une prise en charge de sauvegarde intégrée.

Le moteur cloud SDS TCE1000 de Tintri est à la traîne des principales offres concurrentes dans

l’étendue des options de cloud public qu’il prend en charge.

Dell Technologies

  Dell Technologies is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. Its PowerMax product is positioned in the

high-end primary storage market, and its PowerStore is in the midrange storage market.

PowerFlex is a scale-out SDS offering that is also available in the AWS Marketplace as APEX Block

Storage. Dell APEX Data Storage Services offers block, file and data protection STaaS. The

vendor’s operations are geographically diversified. Its clientele ranges from small to very large

global enterprises, with a presence in all vertical markets. During the last 12 months, all three

products were updated with new hardware models for increased performance and capacity, along

with software updates focused on security and storage management. PowerFlex added support

for network-attached storage (NAS), multisite replication and FIPS 140-2 certification.

Strengths

Dell Technologies is one of the few vendors in this market that can offer a full stack of

infrastructure solutions, along with a comprehensive set of product capabilities to address all

primary storage market segments.

APEX Data Storage Services provides flexibility in deployment locations, and offers either self-

managed or Dell-managed operations with support for all major use cases.

Dell’s cyber vault enables customers to do forensics, analysis and surgical recovery from a

secured copy in an operational, air-gapped vault in case of a cyberattack.

Cautions



Dell has four different block storage products with different feature sets, drive types (all-flash or

hybrid) and types of cloud support, making it complex for Dell prospects to select the right

product.

Dell’s block storage presence in the public cloud is presently limited to AWS and is based on

PowerFlex, which does not currently have as large of an installed base as PowerMax or

PowerStore.

Dell lags the leading vendors in supporting QLC flash, which can enable higher capacities of

solid-state drive (SSD) with lower costs and to reduce energy and carbon emissions.

Hitachi Vantara

Hitachi Vantara is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. Its storage portfolio consists of Hitachi Virtual

Storage Platform (VSP) and Hitachi Virtual Storage Software Block, which include some industry-

specific applications with a common NVMe-optimized storage OS. Hitachi EverFlex offers a

managed pay-per-use STaaS consumption model solution. Hitachi Vantara’s operations are

geographically diversified, and its clients tend to be global enterprise, open systems and

mainframe customers, and are in the large and midsize enterprise segments. Over the past 12

months, Hitachi launched Hitachi Cloud Connect for Equinix for fast access to the public cloud

without moving data into the public cloud. In addition, it added many enhancements to Hitachi

Ops Center and Al Ops software for simplicity in management.

Strengths

Hitachi’s VSP and VSS Block offerings can withstand multiple simultaneous hardware failures

without disruption to data services, and offers a written 100% availability guarantee.

Hitachi VSP offerings are certified under the Carbon Footprint of Products (CFP) program and

the VSP 5600 product has one of the lowest carbon footprint of only four kilograms of CO2 per

terabyte per year.

Hitachi Vantara bundles Lumada software with its storage arrays to provide customers with a

digital innovation platform that works with business data and IT field assets to collect, catalog,

analyze, visualize and relay digital information.

Cautions

Hitachi Vantara’s AIOps lacks the ability to perform predictive workload simulations and

placements.

Hitachi Vantara’s support for public cloud hosted storage is currently limited to AWS Japan.

Hitachi Vantara does not have support for NVMe-oF over TCP, which will limit certain use case

deployment options for customers who have made strategic investments in NVMe

technologies.

HPE



Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. HPE’s storage portfolio

includes HPE Alletra 9000 and HPE Primera for mission-critical applications, as well as HPE

Alletra 6000, HPE Alletra 5000 and Nimble Storage for business-critical and general-purpose

applications. HPE’s operations are geographically diversified, and its clients tend to be in

enterprise and small to midsize enterprise markets. In the past 12 months, HPE enhanced HPE

GreenLake for Block Storage with SDS combined with a disaggregated architecture using HPE

Alletra MP for different storage protocols, including block and file storage, and the HPE Alletra

5000 series for HPE Nimble Storage Hybrid Array clients.

Strengths

HPE GreenLake users have expressed high customer satisfaction, and the company is

recognized among IT clients as a platform provider that leverages AIOps to deliver

advancements in hybrid IT platform management that simplify onboarding, provisioning and

storage asset life cycle management for STaaS.

HPE InfoSight is an integrated, application-centric, full-stack AIOps tool that provides proactive

and predictive telemetry-based capabilities that underpin advanced IT SLA guarantees,

including a standard written 100% data availability guarantee.

HPE Financial Services (HPEFS) provides flexible investment solutions, financing and storage

asset management programs to free up capital and to streamline the transition to an as-a-

service platform.

Cautions

HPE GreenLake managed services will face operational challenges as it scales and as HPE

supports a growing volume of large-scale IT platform demands.

There is the potential for confusion among channel partners and customers with HPE pricing

as HPE shifts from selling products through traditional capex transaction methods to HPE

GreenLake consumption-based, as-a-service offerings.

HPE Primera and HPE Alletra 9000 series arrays do not support NVMe-oF over TCP, which will

limit deployment options from customer investments in NVMe technologies over Ethernet.

Huawei

Huawei is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. Its product portfolio consists of the all-flash and

hybrid OceanStor Dorado Series and SDS OceanStor Pacific Series. Huawei mainly operates in

China, Latin America, Europe, the Middle East and Africa, and its clients tend to be in the large

enterprise and public clouds in China. Huawei’s products target a range of entry-level, midrange

and high-end storage array use cases. In the past 12 months, Huawei released a highly reliable,

four-data-center, active-active storage, support for NVMe-RDMA, a NAS ransomware detection

solution, and ElasEver to satisfy STaaS requirements.

Strengths



Huawei has simplified and accelerated client onboarding through use of a discovery and AIOps

tool that digitally discovers critical infrastructure elements for improved IT control.

Huawei provides the capability to schedule, dynamically adjust and maximize replication

bandwidth in alignment with host workload activities, therein maximizing infrastructure

benefits.

Huawei’s ransomware detection solution includes a storage-network approach that integrates a

rule-based AI model with frequent updates to the ML analysis, reducing overall threats within

the storage environment.

Cautions

Huawei lags other industry leaders in providing storage asset financing and management

capabilities that simplify and streamline STaaS onboarding and time to value.

Huawei lacks a competitive SDS offering that enables hybrid cloud storage use cases with the

following cloud infrastructure platforms: AWS, Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud Platform

(GCP).

Huawei OceanStor Dorado array series products do not support NVMe-oF over TCP, which will

limit specific deployment options for customers who have made strategic investments in NVMe

technologies over Ethernet.

IBM

IBM is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. IBM Storage Virtualize is the common storage controller

software on FlashSystem solid-state array (SSA) and hybrid appliances. IBM Storage Virtualize for

Public Cloud is available on AWS, IBM Cloud and Microsoft Azure. The DS8900F platform is

focused on the IBM mainframe infrastructure market and all offerings are available as STaaS. IBM

offers a global reach and positions its products primarily in midsize to very large enterprises.

During the last 12 months, IBM introduced improved asynchronous replication, snapshot

management capabilities, NVMe-over-TCP support and block storage as a service.

Strengths

IBM’s unique FlashCore Module technology enables leading price/performance and security

advantages for the FlashSystem SSA portfolio.

IBM Storage Virtualize software data management flexibility extends across on-premises, in

public cloud or in colocation to enable a standardized customer experience and services across

platforms.

IBM Storage Sentinel’s advanced scanning abilities for detection and prevention of ransomware

provides a more cyber-storage-resilient capability beyond standard protection and recovery

methods.

Cautions



IBM’s storage offerings, core technology capabilities and STaaS solution are relatively unknown

outside of its customer base, making it difficult to assess the competitive value of its offerings

for non-IBM customers.

Without IBM Storage Expert Care coverage, older products may see steep price increases or fee

adjustments for extended support and maintenance.

IBM Storage Virtualize for Public Cloud is limited in the number of storage nodes in each of the

public cloud offerings, lagging some of the industry leaders in scale-out, linear performance.

IEIT SYSTEMS

IEIT SYSTEMS is a Challenger in this Magic Quadrant. IEIT SYSTEMS has a broad portfolio of

primary storage products, including the NVMe all-flash array HF Series and a new SDS AS13000

ICFS product to address entry-level, midrange and high-end market requirements. IEIT SYSTEMS’

operations are largely concentrated in China. Clients are mainly in the midmarket and large

enterprise market segment. In the past 12 months, IEIT SYSTEMS has introduced support for an

anti-ransomware detection and recovery solution, and for its AS13000 ICFS SDS product,

synchronous and asynchronous remote replication, and volume encryption.

Strengths

IEIT SYSTEMS is leveraging its captive NVMe SSD drive cost advantages by proactively offering

to replace its clients with a mixed hard-disk and flash-installed base with the NVMe SSD drive.

IEIT SYSTEMS combines the AS13000 ICFS SDS product with the strength of its server

business to create a price/performance cost advantage over competitive SDS offerings.

IEIT SYSTEMS clients cite cost-effective pricing and highly resilient storage as reasons to select

its products over competing options.

Cautions

IEIT SYSTEMS’ view of the market and its roadmap are not aligned to customer needs outside

of the primary China region in which they market and sell their products.

IEIT SYSTEMS lacks a competitive SDS offering for hybrid cloud storage solution for use in the

three major public clouds (AWS, Azure and Google), making it tougher for end users to evaluate

and assess their hybrid cloud platform strategy.

IEIT SYSTEMS’ workload placement AIOps capabilities lag industry leaders for effective

optimization and resource allocation across infrastructure, making it difficult for customers to

achieve optimal resource utilization and cost efficiencies.

Infinidat

Infinidat is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. The InfiniBox and InfiniBox SSA II are based on its

common InfuzeOS, also now available as an SDS product. Infinidat is a private company focused

on North America, EMEA and Japan that focuses on large enterprises and service providers. In the



last 12 months, recent updates are: InfuzeOS Cloud edition for AWS, enhancements for its SSA

portfolio, InfiniSafe technology offers cyberdetection, providing dataset scanning and extending

its file capabilities. Infinidat’s Neural Cache architecture optimizes HDD with SSD technology,

providing strong performance in a hybrid system. The products perform well in large-scale

virtualization environments, databases and especially for application consolidation.

Strengths

Infinidat customers express a high level of satisfaction with its ease of use, technical support

and professional services that are supported by a suite of service-level guarantees.

Infinidat excels at application consolidation, with petabyte (PB)-scale offerings in both hybrid

and all-flash configurations, achieving favorable dollar per input/output (I/O) and dollar-per-watt

returns that underpin compelling total cost of ownership (TCO) benefits.

Infinidat offers a variety of purchasing models, including capital expenditure (capex)-only,

elastic pricing (a combination of operating expenditure [opex] and capex pricing) and FLX, a

consumption-based STaaS offering.

Cautions

Infinidat has limited geographic support for emerging markets, making it difficult for some

multinational companies to evaluate services and support capabilities for long-term

investments.

Infinidat’s portfolio lacks a low-capacity (sub-250TB) offering and deduplication capabilities,

limiting its appeal to some smaller customers and select workloads that benefit from

deduplication.

Infinidat’s new SDS InfuzeOS Cloud Edition is based on a single-node architecture, limiting its

cloud-native scalability and resiliency attributes, and it is only currently available on AWS.

NetApp

NetApp is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. The vendor addresses a wide range of primary storage

workloads across its storage arrays: AFF A-Series, AFF C-Series, ASA, FAS, E-Series, EF-Series and

its SDS offering, Cloud Volumes ONTAP. NetApp supports a global customer base with on-

premises or cloud-native storage. During the last 12 months, NetApp introduced a ransomware

recovery guarantee, as well as the AFF C-series, which leverages cost-effective QLC flash, packing

more capacity per flash drive and thereby lowering energy and carbon emissions. NetApp also

introduced its dedicated block-only ASA A-series, with multiple models. ONTAP One is a new

offering that bundles all data services into a single license and is available across NetApp’s AFF,

ASA and FAS storage models.

Strengths

NetApp’s storage operating system is designed to run on-premises, and in AWS, Azure and GCP,

with the ability to tier and replicate between locations and manage them from a common SaaS-

based control plane.



NetApp has mature and rich enterprise file services capabilities, making it a reliable unified

storage offering.

NetApp’s BlueXP is a centralized, AIOps-powered, SaaS-based management portal for NetApp’s

products across on-premises and cloud locations, with built-in capabilities for cloud migration,

data classification, governance, protection and storage optimization.

Cautions

Some NetApp customers have expressed concerns about ease of use and the quality of initial

technical support.

Compared to its peer group, NetApp has had a limited rollout of financing and storage

capitalization for STaaS channel initiatives, limiting on-premises capex to consumption

customer deployment options

NetApp’s portfolio can be complex and requires careful understanding of the trade-offs

between the different products to select the right product for application and business

requirements.

Pure Storage

Pure Storage is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. Its portfolio consists of FlashArray//XL,

FlashArray//X, FlashArray//C and FlashArray//E, spanning high-to-low performance and capacity

workloads. Its SDS offering, Cloud Block Store, is available on AWS and Microsoft Azure. Pure

Storage sells across small to very large customers and plays mostly in North America, Europe and

select countries in APAC. In the last 12 months, the vendor introduced FlashArray//E, which

challenges hybrid array price points over 1PB. Additionally, Pure Storage rolled out performance

improvements with its //X and //C products, enhanced file capabilities and improvements to its

Pure1 AIOps.

Strengths

Vertically integrated direct flash modules are tightly integrated with the Purity OS, enabling

compelling economics at PB system capacities without compromising performance and

reliability.

The company’s Evergreen portfolio provides flexible consumption model options ranging from

all-capex to all-opex, and a hybrid model in the middle, where hardware is capex and software is

opex.

Customer experience is rated highly, as its ease of use and high service levels help reduce

administration complexity and save costs.

Cautions

Pure Storage’s acquisition pricing on its high-end products and overall support fees are

generally more expensive than competitive offerings, as a percentage of the initial array costs

over a three-year period.



The company does not offer any cost-effective alternatives to hybrid storage below 250TB,

where price is paramount and performance secondary.

Pure Storage lacks international presence in emerging countries, which could be problematic

for customers demanding specific support and service needs.

Vendors Added and Dropped

We review and adjust our inclusion criteria for Magic Quadrants as markets change. As a result of

these adjustments, the mix of vendors in any Magic Quadrant may change over time. A vendor's

appearance in a Magic Quadrant one year and not the next does not necessarily indicate that we

have changed our opinion of that vendor. It may be a reflection of a change in the market and,

therefore, changed evaluation criteria, or of a change of focus by that vendor.

Added

No vendors were added to this Magic Quadrant.

Dropped

Fujitsu was unable to meet inclusion criteria, due to its dependency on a third-party storage

controller operating system.

Lenovo was unable to meet inclusion criteria, due to its dependency on a third-party storage

controller operating system.

Zadara was unable to meet the minimum revenue inclusion criteria.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To be included in this Magic Quadrant, vendors were required to:

Develop and have released its own storage controller operating system product (sometimes

referred to as data management software), and a software-defined storage (SDS) product that

decouples controller software from its hardware, for general availability for the period July 2022

through May 2023 to support all use cases.

Have products that do not depend on a third-party or OEM license.

Be serviceable in three of the major primary storage market geographies that include

Asia/Pacific, Japan, EMEA and North America by either direct, service provider or channel

sales.

Have generated a minimum $100 million in recognized primary storage billings and or bookings

revenue (using GAAP) over the last four quarters as of 31 March 2023, excluding support

revenue; or have generated over $100m in total ARR contract value as of 31 March 2023; or

have an installed base of at least 500 active customers within the midsize and large enterprise

markets. Gartner defines the midmarket as being 500 to 999 employees, and the large

enterprise as being 1,000 employees or greater. Products must be sold under its brand as a



stand-alone product, without the requirement to bundle it with other vendors’ storage products

for the product to be commercially usable in mission or business-critical production use cases.

Produce and have released a managed hybrid platform block storage as a service and at least

one data services infrastructure offering in at least two of the major primary storage market

geographies. This offering must be able to be used with on-premises and public cloud

infrastructure along with integrated AIOps capabilities for use in the vendor’s central control

and data plane.

A one-time exception, due to the research for the year’s Magic Quadrant being initiated one month

earlier than usual, may allow products or enhancements made generally available during the

period 31 May 2022 through 31 May 2023 to be considered, subject to Gartner acceptance. These

products only have an influence on the Completeness of Vision axis.

The primary storage arrays and SDS product offerings evaluated in this research include hybrid

storage arrays, SSAs and/or SDS products that scale up, scale out and may have unified storage

architectures. Because these products have different availability characteristics, performance

profiles, scalability, ecosystem support, pricing and warranties, they enable users to tailor

solutions for operational needs, plan new application deployments, forecast growth rates and/or

implement storage asset management strategies.

Vendors were excluded from this Magic Quadrant if they had:

Storage array and/or SDS products that are designed to support only unstructured data

workloads managed by dedicated scale-out distributed file systems and object storage

protocols.

SDS options excluded from this market:

Software that eliminates shared storage by simply mirroring internal flash or HDD disks

between hypervisors;

Open-source licensed software that is not directly owned vendor IP;

Products where SDS is part of HCI;

Products whereby storage services are created and delivered per policy-controlled

virtualization software;

Storage software not available on-premises or as the majority share of vendor’s primary

storage revenue;

Hyperconverged infrastructure software.

Storage arrays and/or SDS products that are designed and marketed as solutions to support

specific or limited use cases only, for example video surveillance or video rendering and

content production, high performance computing.



Public cloud storage services offered by IaaS or PaaS providers, including cloud service

providers.

Evaluation Criteria

Ability to Execute

Table 1: Ability to Execute Evaluation Criteria

Source: Gartner (September 2023)

Completeness of Vision

Table 2: Completeness of Vision Evaluation Criteria

Product or Service High

Overall Viability Medium

Sales Execution/Pricing High

Market Responsiveness/Record Medium

Marketing Execution Medium

Customer Experience High

Operations Medium

Evaluation Criteria Weighting

Market Understanding High

Evaluation Criteria Weighting



Source: Gartner (September 2023)

Quadrant Descriptions

Leaders

Vendors in the Leaders quadrant have the highest composite scores for their Ability to Execute

and Completeness of Vision. A Leader has the market share, credibility, and marketing and sales

capabilities needed to drive the acceptance of new technologies. These vendors demonstrate a

clear understanding of market needs. They are innovators and thought leaders, with well-

articulated plans that customers and prospects can use when designing their storage

infrastructures and strategies. In addition, Leaders have a presence in three major geographical

regions, consistent financial performance and support for platform initiatives.

Challengers

Vendors in the Challengers quadrant participate in the broad primary storage market and execute

well enough to be a serious threat to vendors in the Leaders quadrant. Challengers have strong

products, as well as a sufficiently credible market position and resources to sustain continued

growth. Financial viability is not an issue for Challengers; however, they lack the influence of

vendors in the Leaders quadrant.

Marketing Strategy High

Sales Strategy High

Offering (Product) Strategy High

Business Model Medium

Vertical/Industry Strategy Medium

Innovation High

Geographic Strategy Medium

Evaluation Criteria Weighting



Visionaries

Vendors in the Visionaries quadrant deliver innovative products that address operationally or

financially important end-user problems on a broad scale, but have not yet demonstrated the

ability to capture market share or sustainable profitability. Visionaries are frequently privately held

companies and acquisition targets for larger, established companies. The likelihood of acquisition

often reduces the real versus perceived risks associated with installing their systems. Visionaries

in this market have a limited portfolio of limited focus on certain geographies or vertical

industries.

Niche Players

Vendors in the Niche Players quadrant are often narrowly focused on specific markets or vertical

segments, such as data warehousing; high-performance computing; low-cost, disk-based data

retention; and other areas that are generally underpenetrated by the larger array vendors. This

quadrant may also include vendors that are ramping up their array and as a service consumption

offerings, or larger vendors that are having difficulty developing and executing on their vision

against market demands.

Context
This Magic Quadrant represents vendors offering hybrid storage arrays, SSAs and/or SDS

solutions, developed internally. When choosing a primary storage system, infrastructure and

operations (I&O) leaders must consider:

Integration with public and hybrid clouds for hybrid platform capabilities that stretch beyond on-

premises.

Ease of management and continuous improvement in productivity and efficiencies, using AIOps

to enhance IT operations.

A comprehensive set of data services to enhance availability and resilience.

I&O leaders must also ensure that primary storage systems and SDS solutions are acquired at the

right price points using industry benchmarks, while choosing the appropriate acquisition model —

capex or as-a-service consumption (opex) for the organization. Preference should be given to

vendors that provide written guarantees as to IT operating model outcomes, such as productivity

and storage asset management, data availability, storage efficiency, I/O performance and

cyberliability resilience. Further, those that have a competent partner network should also be given

preference; this ensures that solution design, installation and managed services are flawless and

that support is integrated with use of AIOps tools.

Internally, I&O leaders must work with application owners to align IT priorities and outcomes to

business demands. The primary storage market is shifting from traditional IT budgeting

processes and capex sourcing to cloud-like, platform-based consumption, as well as metric-based

SLA sourcing models. I&O leaders must reexamine their long-term platform requirements through

this lens and choose a vendor- and partner-based approach that effectively aligns storage

solutions with desired IT operating model outcomes. The industry will undergo a sea change



unlike anything before this time, so it’s critically important that I&O leaders develop a hybrid

platform strategy that will guide this period of transformation. (For further detail, see Infographic:

Hybrid Infrastructure Platform Services Will Modernize IT Cloud Operations.)

Market Overview
Total external-controller-based (ECB) primary storage revenue grew 5.3% from 2021 to 2022 to

$16.8 billion, as a result of solid-state array (SSA) revenue of $1.1 billion in growth, to $10.6 billion

total for the period. Primary storage revenue shifted from hard-disk drive (HDD)/hybrid to SSA,

driving up SSA’s share in the primary storage market to 63% in 2022. Total ECB primary storage

revenue was offset by a decline in hybrid array revenue by $211 million, as the market continued

to accelerate to SSA flash. The overall ECB storage global revenue, of which primary storage is a

major segment, increased 6.9% to reach $22.7 billion in 2022, fueled by continued storage

infrastructure modernization.

External storage systems revenue worldwide was $5.0 billion in 1Q23, an increase of 0.5%

compared to 1Q22. Revenue for SSAs and backup and recovery appliances grew by 3.6% and 9.4%

year over year (YoY), respectively, while HDD/hybrid arrays saw a revenue decline of 1.4%. In the

last calendar quarter ending 31 March 2023, the primary storage ECB market was $3.64 billion,

down 1.4% from $3.7 billion in 1Q22.

Primary storage vendors continued to make incremental investments to their product portfolios to

include support for capabilities such as quad-level cell (QLC), cyber resiliency and NVMe-oF TCP

technologies. Some vendors have added data services to their STaaS solutions, such as backup,

disaster recovery and ransomware recovery. Also, every primary storage vendor now offers an

STaaS for block service, with total STaaS annual recurring revenue exceeding $1.0 billion as of the

end of 2022.

Primary storage vendors also continued to invest in SDS capabilities that provide tighter

integration with public cloud providers, extending their on-premises solution to enable hybrid

platform solutions. Vendors also have invested heavily in AIOps capabilities to automate

telemetry-metric-based SLA offerings in support of application requirements. They have also

improved storage asset management costs and optimized utilization with elastic scaling to real-

time workload demands. In addition, they have made a conscious effort to reduce support and

maintenance costs, included in their as-a-service consumption licensing and pricing.

Evidence
This research is based on hundreds of IT inquiries and proposal reviews.

Evaluation Criteria Definitions

Ability to Execute

Product/Service: Core goods and services offered by the vendor for the defined market. This

includes current product/service capabilities, quality, feature sets, skills and so on, whether

offered natively or through OEM agreements/partnerships as defined in the market definition and

detailed in the subcriteria.
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Overall Viability: Viability includes an assessment of the overall organization's financial health, the

financial and practical success of the business unit, and the likelihood that the individual business

unit will continue investing in the product, will continue offering the product and will advance the

state of the art within the organization's portfolio of products.

Sales Execution/Pricing: The vendor's capabilities in all presales activities and the structure that

supports them. This includes deal management, pricing and negotiation, presales support, and the

overall effectiveness of the sales channel.

Market Responsiveness/Record: Ability to respond, change direction, be flexible and achieve

competitive success as opportunities develop, competitors act, customer needs evolve and

market dynamics change. This criterion also considers the vendor's history of responsiveness.

Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of programs designed to deliver

the organization's message to influence the market, promote the brand and business, increase

awareness of the products, and establish a positive identification with the product/brand and

organization in the minds of buyers. This "mind share" can be driven by a combination of publicity,

promotional initiatives, thought leadership, word of mouth and sales activities.

Customer Experience: Relationships, products and services/programs that enable clients to be

successful with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes the ways customers receive

technical support or account support. This can also include ancillary tools, customer support

programs (and the quality thereof), availability of user groups, service-level agreements and so on.

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet its goals and commitments. Factors include

the quality of the organizational structure, including skills, experiences, programs, systems and

other vehicles that enable the organization to operate effectively and efficiently on an ongoing

basis.

Completeness of Vision

Market Understanding: Ability of the vendor to understand buyers' wants and needs and to

translate those into products and services. Vendors that show the highest degree of vision listen

to and understand buyers' wants and needs, and can shape or enhance those with their added

vision.

Marketing Strategy: A clear, differentiated set of messages consistently communicated

throughout the organization and externalized through the website, advertising, customer

programs and positioning statements.

Sales Strategy: The strategy for selling products that uses the appropriate network of direct and

indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication affiliates that extend the scope and depth

of market reach, skills, expertise, technologies, services and the customer base.

Offering (Product) Strategy: The vendor's approach to product development and delivery that

emphasizes differentiation, functionality, methodology and feature sets as they map to current

and future requirements.



Business Model: The soundness and logic of the vendor's underlying business proposition.

Vertical/Industry Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet

the specific needs of individual market segments, including vertical markets.

Innovation: Direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of resources, expertise or

capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or pre-emptive purposes.

Geographic Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet the

specific needs of geographies outside the "home" or native geography, either directly or through

partners, channels and subsidiaries as appropriate for that geography and market.
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